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Abstract. A new primary frequency standard, the atomic caesium fountain CSF1, has been put into operation at
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). 133Cs atoms are cooled in a magneto-optical trap and in optical
molasses. They are launched to a height of 39 cm above the microwave cavity centre. The resulting Ramsey
resonance signal has a full-width half-maximum linewidth (FWHM) of 0.88 Hz. The �rst uncertainty evaluation
yields a relative 1 frequency uncertainty of 1.4 10–15. The short-term relative frequency instability of the
CSF1 for averaging time is typically 3.5 10–13 ( /s)–1/2, dictated by the available quartz oscillator as the
local frequency source.

1. Introduction

By de�nition, International Atomic Time, TAI (Temps
Atomique International) is a coordinate time scale,
with the International System of Units (SI) second,
as realized on the rotating geoid, as its scale unit.
The realization of TAI is based on the Free Atomic
Time Scale, EAL ( ÂEchelle Atomique Libre) computed at
the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)
as a weighted average of data obtained from about
210 atomic clocks – mainly commercial caesium clocks
and a few hydrogen masers. A linear function of time
is added to EAL with the slope adjusted in order
to generate TAI as an international time reference
conforming to the above de�nition. This so-called
steering of TAI is based on comparisons between TAI
and a few primary frequency standards that are operated
in national metrology institutes and which realize the
SI second with a speci�ed uncertainty [1, 2].

During 1999 and 2000, data were available
from the primary frequency standards NIST-7 (USA),
CRL-01 and NRLM-4 (Japan), and JPO (France),
which use optical pumping both for state selection
and detection, and from the CS1, CS2, and CS3
of the PTB, which use magnetic state selection. In
all these standards thermal atomic beams are used.
Already in 1995 and 1996, the �rst atomic caesium
fountain frequency standard using laser-cooled atoms
was successfully operated at the Laboratoire Primaire
du Temps et des Fr Âequences (BNM-LPTF, France).
Its �rst published relative uncertainty estimate was
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3 10–15, which could later be reduced to 1.1 10–15

[3, 4]. Motivated by these outstanding results several
metrology institutes worldwide initiated projects to
construct caesium fountains. From the fountain NIST-
F1 [5] of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST, USA) �rst data were reported to the
BIPM covering a period in November and December
1999, and �rst data of the fountain CSF1 of the PTB
were reported for a period of 15 days in August
2000. A preliminary evaluation of the individual CSF1
uncertainty components had previously been performed
[6, 7].

In the CSF1, laser-cooled caesium atoms are
collected in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and launched
after a 100 ms molasses phase into a magnetically
shielded titanium vacuum chamber. The atoms are
launched to a height of 83 cm above the cooling
region. During the ballistic �ight, a TE011 microwave
cavity mounted 44 cm above the MOT is passed
twice. The atomic state is subsequently analysed in
a detection region located between cavity and MOT.
Ramsey fringes with a FWHM of 0.88 Hz are obtained.
Frequency comparisons are made using two active
hydrogen masers as local references. These masers in
turn are compared with the PTB primary clocks and
with UTC(PTB) and the results are reported to the
BIPM. Thus the maser frequencies are known with
respect to TAI for standard 5-day intervals. The CSF1
was compared with the masers following the same time
schedule. The TAI scale unit could then be measured
with respect to the SI second as realized with the CSF1,
up to now in total during 60 days.

The design of the CSF1 is brie�y outlined in
Section 2, while Section 3 gives a detailed description of
the individual uncertainty components. Some frequency
measurement results are presented in Section 4 together
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with the currently observed frequency instability, and
conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Fountain set-up

Figure 1 illustrates the mechanical design of the CSF1.
The vacuum structure consists of the MOT region
including the caesium reservoir at the bottom, the
detection zone, all made from stainless steel, and the
drift tube, made from titanium. The base pressure in
the vacuum system is kept at a level of 10–7 Pa by
a 200 l/s ion getter pump on top of the set-up. The
atoms are trapped and cooled in a standard MOT set-up
consisting of four laser beams in the horizontal plane,
two vertical beams and a magnetic quadrupole �eld
with a �ux density gradient of 0.08 T/m at the trap
centre. Typically, a number in the range of 107 caesium
atoms is collected during a loading time of 0.3 s at
a caesium background gas pressure of about 10–6 Pa.
After the MOT magnetic �elds are switched off, the
atoms are further cooled to an equivalent temperature
of 1.8 mK in a 100 ms molasses phase. The cold atoms,
which are pumped during the cooling cycle into the

ground state level, are subsequently launched
by a moving molasses [8].

Detection is performed using a scheme similar to
that described in [3]. When the falling atoms cross a
�rst transverse standing-wave light �eld tuned to the

Figure 1. Mechanical design of the CSF1. MOT:
magneto-optical trap.

transition, each atom in the
state emits about 104 �uorescence photons. A fraction of
approximately 2 % of the �uorescence light is imaged
onto a photodiode. The time-integrated photodetector
signal, , is proportional to the number of atoms in
the state . From the shape of the time-dependent
photodetector signal one can infer the axial velocity
spread of the atoms in the cloud, which indicates the
corresponding kinetic temperature. The atoms
are then pushed away by a transverse travelling wave
�eld tuned to the transition. The
atoms in the state are detected in a lower-
lying zone by a second standing-wave �eld, which
consists of a superposition of light �elds tuned to the

and transitions. In
this �eld the atoms are pumped to the state , and
are detected by a second photodetector which yields a
measure for the number of atoms in the state .
The calculated fraction indicates
the fraction of atoms excited by the microwave �eld.

The laser-diode system [9] used for cooling and
detecting the atoms is based on two extended-cavity
diode lasers (ECDL). Using a lock-in technique, their
emission frequencies are stabilized to the

and saturated absorption
signals of room-temperature Cs cells, respectively.
Figure 2 shows a simpli�ed overall optical scheme.
The laser stabilized to the transition
is used as a master oscillator to injection-lock a 200 mW
laser diode (slave), which provides the six cooling laser
beams. The main part of the master laser light is used
to detect the atoms. Light of the other extended-cavity
diode laser repumps the atoms from the ground
state in the cooling and detection zones. The frequencies
and intensities of the laser beams are controlled by
acousto-optical modulators, which are also used in
combination with mechanical shutters to switch off
the laser beams in the time between launching and
detection.

The design of the microwave cavity, which was
described in detail previously [10, 11], was motivated
by the need of both large apertures for the atomic
passage and a small dependence of the phase of
the microwave �eld on the position of the atomic
trajectories. As in other fountains, the microwave
transitions are therefore induced in a cylindrical cavity
in which the magnetic �eld oscillates in the TE011
mode. This mode exhibits a high intrinsic quality
factor, implying a small variation of the �eld phase
with radial position in the cavity. Figure 3 shows a
transverse section of the CSF1 microwave cavity and
of the coupling waveguide structure. Phase variations
are further reduced by symmetric coupling at opposite
sides of the cylindrical cavity walls. The coaxial line
carrying the microwave signal is tightly coupled with
a waveguide that splits into two bent branches. The
coaxial cable feed is shifted from the symmetry plane
by l (l , length of the guided wave) in order to
excite the �eld of the cylindrical cavity with equal



Figure 2. Simpli�ed scheme of the laser system used for cooling, launching and detecting atoms. AOM: acousto-optical
modulator; BS: beam splitter; ECLD: extended-cavity laser diode; FR: Faraday rotator; PBS: polarizing beam splitter.
The laser light is guided to the fountain by polarization-maintaining optical �bres (not shown). The horizontal cooling
light is split into the four horizontal cooling laser beams behind the optical �bre.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the microwave cavity
for Ramsey excitation. The atoms pass through the centre
of the cylindrical cavity, vertical to the paper plane. The
cavity is excited by two mutually coupled bent waveguides
fed by a coaxial line. lg is the length of the guided wave.
1 lg ; 2 lg

phase at the two symmetrical coupling slits. Because
the two branches are not decoupled from each other,
in the loss-free case a pure standing �eld is excited
in the coupling waveguides and in the cavity. As a
result, the dependence of the phase on the location
vanishes even if the mechanical realization is slightly
asymmetric. This implies that a rather strong coupling
can be chosen. In our case the loaded cavity quality

factor is 2000. In practice, losses are inevitable, but for
the chosen design the phase dependence will still remain
small [10, 11]. As a result of the strong coupling, the
in�uence of temperature changes of the cavity on the
microwave �eld amplitude in the cavity is suf�ciently
small so that the cavity temperature does not need to
be actively stabilized, as the CSF1 is operated in a
temperature-stabilized room (see Section 3.3). Cut-off
tubes 7 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter are attached
to the entrance and exit bores of the cavity to prevent
microwave leakage from the cavity.

An additional state selection cavity [3] which was
recently installed below the TE011 cavity is not shown
in Figure 1. All data discussed in this contribution were
taken either before its installation or without making
use of it.

Figure 4 illustrates the synthesis of the microwave
interrogation �eld from a low-noise BVA voltage-
controlled quartz oscillator (VCXO, Oscilloquartz
860711) and the servo loop to control the oscillator
frequency. The signal of the oscillator at 5 MHz
is multiplied to 9.2 GHz and mixed with the signal of
a dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) [12]. The beat
signal is mixed with the signal of a commercial high-
resolution frequency synthesizer locked to the same
quartz oscillator. The output of the mixer is used to
phase-lock the DRO, whose output frequency is the
interrogation frequency .

In the frequency measurement mode, the output
frequency of the synthesizer is square-wave modulated
(full-width ) so that the central Ramsey fringe is
probed on opposite sides during subsequent fountain
cycles. The signal-processing electronics (detailed



Figure 4. Overall schematic diagram of the fountain
system. The frequency of the 5 MHz voltage-controlled
quartz oscillator (VCXO) is locked to the atomic resonance
of the fountain. A computer controls the timing for the
cycle and processes the time-of-�ight (TOF) signals. ADC:
analogue-to-digital converter; DAC: digital-to-analogue
converter; DRO: dielectric resonator oscillator.

description in Section 3.7) delivers a control voltage
which is fed to the quartz oscillator so that the
probing frequency is stabilized to the real fringe centre
frequency. This differs from 9 192 631 770 Hz, the
unperturbed caesium hyper�ne transition frequency, by
the sum of all systematic frequency shifts. In routine
operation, the difference is well below 0.001 Hz, and
its determination is the subject of Section 3. Thus
the difference shows up directly in the quartz output
frequency which is compared with that of the PTB
hydrogen masers using a commercial phase comparator.
The instability introduced by the measurement system
is lower than the combined instability of the CSF1 and
the masers by at least a factor of 5 for all employed
averaging times . In a hold-over mode, the quartz
can be phase-locked to an external 5 MHz reference
signal in order to measure the Zeeman frequency (see
Section 3.1) or to record Ramsey fringes.

3. Evaluation of frequency corrections
Fi and their uncertainties

In this section the major frequency corrections and
the corresponding contributions to the CSF1 standard
frequency uncertainty are discussed as they have been
evaluated to date. The evaluation should be considered
as valid only in the CSF1 routine operation mode
(explained below) used for the measurement of the
TAI scale unit. For an exhaustive theoretical treatment

of the frequency shift effects investigated the reader is
referred to [13].

3.1 Magnetic �eld

Typically, the dominant frequency correction in caesium
frequency standards is the frequency shift due to the
static magnetic “C-�eld”, which is applied in order to
remove the degeneracy of the magnetic substates. This
�eld increases the clock transition frequency by
0.0427 Hz ( m , where is the magnetic �ux
density of the C-�eld. The determination of the relative
frequency correction and its uncertainty
is based on experimental data on the mean C-�eld
strength, its inhomogeneity, and its temporal stability.

In the CSF1 an axial static magnetic �eld is
produced by a long coil that is supported by an
aluminium cylinder enclosing the titanium vacuum
chamber. At the top and bottom of the chamber several
compensation coils are mounted in order to extend
the region of low magnetic �eld inhomogeneity.
is determined from a measurement of the Zeeman
frequency , i.e. the separation between the ,

, and the ,
, hyper�ne transitions,

according to

(1)

where represents a small variation of [13].
An atomic fountain makes it possible to map the

C-�eld by launching the atoms to different heights
and determining for each height [3]. When

recording as a function of , special care has to
be taken to avoid any misinterpretation of the Ramsey
fringes [14, 15]. From the magnetic �ux density

was calculated along the atomic trajectories.
Figure 5 shows the result obtained after homogenization
of the magnetic �eld by proper adjustment of the
compensation coil currents. At a launch height of
83 cm, typically 700.1 Hz (mean magnetic �ux
density 0.1 mT) is obtained, and, according
to (1), a correction –46.4 10–15 is applied.
From the data shown in Figure 5 the inhomogeneity
of the magnetic �ux density for the maximum launch
height of 83 cm was determined as 0.16 nT (rms), only
0.16 % of the mean value. As a result, the uncertainty
contribution due to the inhomogeneity of the C-�eld is
negligible ( 10–19). Temporal variations of did not
exceed ±0.2 Hz over periods of months. Even if these
remain undetected an uncertainty contribution of less
than 3 10–17 according to (1) is the result.

3.2 Collisional shift

In the CSF1 the atoms are launched in the state
at a temperature of about 1.8 mK. In this case, collisions
between cold caesium atoms are dominated by s-wave



Figure 5. Variation of the magnetic �ux density C
along the drift tube in and above the microwave cavity.

is the height above the centre of the MOT. The arrows at
44 cm and 83 cm indicate the position of the centre of the
cavity and the launch height used in the routine operation
mode, respectively.

scattering and the collisional shift depends linearly on
the mean density of the atomic cloud between the
two microwave interactions [16, 17]. The collisional
frequency shift can be obtained by determining and
relying on published frequency shift coef�cients [17].
In order to avoid the intricacies of an absolute density
measurement as well as of a modelling of the cloud
expansion during the ballistic �ight, we determine the
collisional shift by measuring only relative densities. If
the experimental conditions such as detection ef�ciency,
launching height, and atomic temperature are kept
constant, the signal of detected atoms in the state

is proportional to . Thus, a linear dependence
of the fountain frequency on is expected, and the
unperturbed frequency can be obtained by extrapolation
to signal .

In a series of measurements, was varied using
different MOT loading times (0.2 s to 1.6 s) and caesium
background gas pressures. The results of frequency
measurements between the CSF1 and two local active
hydrogen masers are depicted in Figure 6 as a function
of . Each data point typically represents a 19-hour
average and was plotted at the corresponding average

. The shot-to-shot variations of were typically
less than 2 %; on some occasions changed slowly
by about 5 % in total. The masers exhibited a relative
frequency drift of the order of 10–16/day (see Section 4).
To avoid systematic errors arising from the frequency
drift of the masers, the data were collected using a
random sequence of values in the range between
2 and 38. The results con�rm the expected linear
dependence of the observed frequency differences on

. The solid lines in Figure 6 indicate linear least-
squares �ts to the data with resulting slopes of
–(1.09 ± 0.05) 10–15 and –(1.18 ± 0.08)
10–15. Calculating the weighted average of both slopes
yields –(1.12 ± 0.04) 10–15. The residuals from the
linear regressions exhibit Gaussian distributions.

Figure 6. Relative frequency differences (CSF1 – H maser)
between the CSF1 and the hydrogen masers H1 (solid
circles) and H2 (open circles) of the PTB as a function of
the average number of detected atoms 4 . The vertical
error bars re�ect the statistical uncertainty arising from the
CSF1 noise and the noise of the hydrogen masers. Solid
lines represent linear least-squares �ts to the data points.
The frequency differences are corrected for C and G
(see Sections 3.1 and 3.10).

The slope is determined periodically to gain
more experience about its constancy. Frequency
differences between the CSF1 and the two masers are
measured while operating CSF1 alternately at low and
high atomic density (typically corresponding to
and ) during several days. A further �ve slope
determinations have been performed to date, which
have yielded a mean slope of –0.887 10–15. The
scatter of the individual measurement results around the
mean is within ±0.09 10–15. Only the result of the
earliest slope determination signi�cantly deviates from
this mean. This is thought to be due to the fact that
at the time of the �rst measurement the �nal residual
gas partial pressure in the cavity region was not yet
reached. An increased rate of collisions of the falling
atom cloud with background gas molecules in the cavity
region and below caused fewer atoms to be detected
from a cloud of the same mean density . This would
explain a larger collisional shift at a certain number
of detected atoms and thus explain the larger slope in
the data shown in Figure 6.

When data are collected for contributing to TAI,
the CSF1 is operated in a so-called routine operation
mode at . This represents a compromise
between low instability and low uncertainty owing to
the collisional frequency shift. During the measurement,

is recorded and the relative frequency correction is
afterwards calculated based on the average and
the average slope determined before and after a routine
measurement. We typically obtain a relative frequency
correction of 8.0 10–15.

The uncertainty of the correction is made up of
two components. The �rst re�ects a possible undetected
change of the proportionality factor between and
of as much as 10 % during the routine measurement



interval. The results obtained so far indicate that for
otherwise unchanged experimental parameters this is
a conservative estimate. The second is due to the
statistical uncertainty of the slope determination, mainly
caused by the long-term instability of the masers.
Typically the square root of the quadratic sum of
both components yields a relative frequency uncertainty
contribution of 1 10–15. This uncertainty contribution
is larger if the CSF1 is not in routine operation. It might
be reduced by more detailed studies of the collisional
frequency shift under various experimental conditions,
in particular by use of the state selection cavity in the
future. A more stable reference in the long term, such
as a second fountain frequency standard, could reduce
the statistical uncertainty of the slope determination.

The condition corresponds to a number of
detected atoms of about 2 105, as deduced from a
signal-to-noise measurement [15]. Based on the LPTF
results [17], a frequency shift of 8.0 10–15

corresponds to an average density 8.0 106/cm3,
which is in reasonable agreement with the value of
that is estimated from the CSF1 signal without precise
knowledge of the atomic cloud size.

3.3 Black-body shift

The fountain is placed in the PTB clock hall whose
temperature is stabilized to 296.7 K, with peak-to-peak
variations of ±0.2 K for 95 % of the time. The atoms
are shielded during their ballistic �ight against both
ambient light in the clock hall and stray light from the
optical table. Thus they are subjected only to thermal
radiation of the vacuum enclosure. We assume that
this radiation gives rise to a spectral power density
distribution which is equivalent to that of a black body.
Three Pt-100 resistances are mounted along the titanium
drift tube. The absolute uncertainty of the temperature
measurement using the Pt-100 resistances is 0.3 K. The
temperature gradient along the cylinder, indicated by
the Pt-100’s, is between 0.1 K and 0.3 K. Typically the
bottom is slightly warmer than the top because of heat
generated in the MOT coils. During 2000, each of the
indicated temperatures remained stable to within 0.2 K
with an unchanged temperature gradient. According to
[18], the clock transition frequency is shifted by

(2)

in the presence of thermal radiation from a black
body at temperature . Hence, taking into account
the mean temperature of 297.0 K of the CSF1 drift
tube and the cavity, a relative frequency correction of
16.7 10–15 is applied. Taking into account potential
radial temperature gradients and possible deviations
from an ideal black-body characteristic due to the
unknown emissivity of the titanium chamber, we

assume a relative frequency uncertainty contribution
of 0.2 10–15, which corresponds to an uncertainty of
the temperature of about 1 K.

3.4 Majorana transitions, Rabi pulling,
Ramsey pulling, microwave leakage

In order to avoid Majorana transitions [19], an
arrangement of axial correction coils prevents zeroes
and abrupt changes of the magnetic �eld along the path
of the atoms between MOT and microwave cavity. In
the CSF1 the population difference in the state ,

(3)

has been reduced to less than 5 % by careful adjustment
of the polarization state of the vertical molasses beams.
A calculation of Rabi pulling [13] for 20 %
predicts a shift of less than 1 10–17 at optimum
microwave excitation (p pulse for the clock transition).
No calculations have as yet been made for the
potential magnitude of Ramsey pulling [20]. From
previous studies it is known, however, that frequency
measurements for various microwave �eld strengths
could reveal the presence of such shifts without making
it possible to distinguish between them [21, 22].
Experimental studies showed that even when was as
large as 30 % and the microwave power was increased
by a factor of 9 with respect to the optimum value,
the frequency shift remained below 2 10–15, the
measurement uncertainty being determined by the long-
term instability of the reference maser frequencies.
Based on these �ndings, the current estimate for the
frequency shifting effect of Rabi and Ramsey pulling,
Majorana transitions, and microwave leakage in normal
operation is less than 0.5 10–15. Further studies are
planned when the use of the state-selecting microwave
cavity will allow populating individual levels.

3.5 Cavity-related shifts: residual �rst-order
Doppler effect and cavity pulling

A general advantage of an atomic fountain microwave
frequency standard is that the atoms cross the same
microwave cavity twice. If the atomic trajectories
were perfectly vertical, frequency shifts due to axial
and radial cavity phase variations would be perfectly
cancelled as each atom would interact with the �eld
once with velocity (upwards) and once later with

(downwards). It is the transversal residual thermal
velocity and a possible misalignment of the launching
direction that cause a spread of the trajectories between
the �rst and second passage through the cavity. In
this case, a non-vanishing transverse phase variation of
the cavity �eld can give rise to a residual �rst-order
Doppler-effect frequency shift, unless the trajectories
are distributed around the vertical symmetry axis in a
proper way.



The microwave �eld in the cavity can be described
as a superposition of various �eld modes that are excited
with different amplitudes and phases. In the CSF1 cavity
design (see Figure 3) a single microwave feed excites
two symmetrically arranged vertical coupling slits
[10, 11]. For exactly symmetric coupling, transverse
electrical �eld modes TE 11 with can
be excited in the cavity, but the �eld modes TE 11 with

are suppressed. Hence the predominant
�rst-order Doppler shift contribution results from the
TE211 mode. If one assumes in a worst-case estimate
that all atoms ascend in a negligibly small cloud through
the cavity centre and descend next to one of the coupling
slits (still in a negligibly small cloud on one side of the
cut-off bore), the residual relative �rst-order Doppler-
effect frequency shift is calculated to be less than
0.5 10–15.

For asymmetric coupling, further �rst-order
Doppler-shift contributions are due to the TE111
mode and the TE311 mode. For a coupling asymmetry
of 10 %, which is much larger than the asymmetry
expected from mechanical tolerances, one calculates
a residual relative �rst-order Doppler-effect frequency
shift of less than 0.2 10–15. This is another worst-case
estimate, where it is assumed that all atoms ascend
through the cavity aperture next to one coupling slit
and descend again next to the other slit (again in a
negligibly small cloud on one side of the cut-off bore
upwards, on the opposite side downwards).

If the non-horizontal molasses laser beams are
vertically well-aligned and centred to the microwave
cavity axis and all laser-beam intensities are bal-
anced, both cases considered here are improbable.
Furthermore, the extension of the atomic cloud is non-
negligible, so that all remaining effects are strongly
averaged. A maximum relative frequency uncertainty
of 0.5 10–15 is estimated. Further experimental and
theoretical studies are planned in this respect.

On the other hand, by operating the fountain with a
number of atoms of the order of 107 and using a cavity
with a loaded quality factor of 2000, we are far from
maser oscillation [13]. Therefore, at a potential detuning
of 300 kHz and optimum microwave excitation, the
frequency shift due to cavity pulling is calculated to be
less than 10–18, according to equation (5.6.123) of [13].

3.6 Time dilatation: relativistic Doppler effect

Special relativity predicts that due to time dilatation
the clock frequency observed in the laboratory frame
is reduced, and thus a correction
has to be applied. In order to launch the atoms to
39 cm above the microwave cavity they are started
with an initial velocity of 4.05 m/s. Simple calculation
shows that the mean quadratic velocity of the atoms
above the microwave cavity is 2.57 m2/s2. From
this, one calculates a corresponding relative frequency
shift contribution of –1.4 10–17. This shift and the

associated uncertainty contribution of much less than
10–17 are neglected here.

3.7 Electronics and microwave spectral impurities

This section summarizes the potential frequency shifts
caused by spectral impurities of the interrogation signal
and by faulty processing of the �uorescence signals,
which yield the control voltage for the VCXO.

Calculations, based on the theory developed in [13],
show that sidebands of the microwave interrogation
�eld with frequency separations in the range of 50 Hz
are the most ef�cient cause of a possible frequency shift.
In the present set-up, such sidebands are suppressed by
at least –60 dB relative to the carrier frequency. For a
one-sided 50 Hz sideband at –60 dB and optimum
microwave excitation, one calculates a maximum
shift of 4.4 10–17. Thus a corresponding relative
uncertainty contribution of 0.1 10–15 is attributed,
which is a rather pessimistic estimate, because the actual
residual sideband structure is highly symmetric.

From cycle to cycle the synthesizer output
frequency is switched between and .
In the fountain system there is no common frequency
reference for the microwave frequency modulation and
the synthesized microwave radiation. Phase �uctuations
from the frequency synthesis (spurious signals) are not
synchronous to the switching so that they are cancelled
out [12].

From the digitized photodetector time-of-�ight
signals, indicating the populations of the level ,

, and of the level , , , the fraction
is calculated, which is almost

independent of �uctuations of the total atom number.
Differences between successive recordings of are
passed to a digital integrator whose output feeds a
12-bit digital-to-analogue converter (see Figure 4). Its
output is fed to a PI-controller, which �nally delivers
the control voltage for the quartz. Dimensions were
chosen such that the digital integrator handles the
rapid �uctuations of the VCXO whereas the analogue
integrator handles the constant fraction and the long-
term variation of the necessary quartz control-voltage
due to ageing. Systematic errors arising from a potential
quadratic frequency drift of the VCXO and a linear
drift of the offset of the operational ampli�er in the
analogue integrator are expected to contribute less than
0.1 10–15 in relative units. This estimate is based
on experimental �ndings and the speci�cations of the
individual components.

A potential source of systematic error could result
from a reproducible and systematic variation of the
ef�ciency to measure from cycle to cycle. The
layout of the electronic system was designed to
avoid any cross-talk problems. On the other hand, a
malfunction of one of the shutters (see next section),
for example, might manifest itself only once every
second cycle. Preliminary experimental investigations



did not reveal any malfunctions. In summary, no
relative frequency uncertainty contribution larger than
0.2 10–15 is expected to arise from the electronics.

3.8 Light shift

The interaction of atoms with laser light during the
ballistic �ight in and above the microwave cavity entails
a frequency shift through the ac Stark effect (light shift)
[13]. To prevent this effect, the rf supply of the AOMs
(see Figure 2) is switched off. The residual laser light is
blocked by mechanical shutters in front of each optical
�bre connecting the optical table and the fountain set-
up. Furthermore, the injection locking of the slave laser
is interrupted by a mechanical shutter (inj.) blocking
the master laser light. Frequency measurements were
performed alternately blocking or not blocking the
residual light by this shutter. The results deviated by
less than 2 10–15, the measurement uncertainty being
determined by the long-term instability of the reference
maser frequencies. Based on these �ndings, the potential
shift under standard conditions is estimated to be below
0.2 10–15.

3.9 Background gas collisions

The residual gas partial pressure in the CSF1 is in
the low 10–7 Pa range. In this pressure range, the
estimated relative frequency shift due to collisions
with background gas atoms and molecules is less than
0.5 10–15 [3].

3.10 Gravitational red shift

As the gravitational red shift is not signi�cant for the
realization of the proper second, it does not need to
be included in the total uncertainty budget. However,
knowledge of its value is important for comparisons
with distant clocks and contribution to TAI. For the
CSF1, the mean height of the atoms above the geoid
during their ballistic �ight above the microwave cavity
centre is 80.1 m. A relative frequency correction of

–8.7 10–15 is thus applied, so that the clock
frequency is realized as if the CSF1 would be operated
on the rotating geoid. The relative uncertainty of
is of the order of 10–16, which corresponds to an
uncertainty of the height of 0.9 m.

3.11 Summary

Other frequency shifting effects (dc Stark shift, Bloch-
Siegert shift [13]), which are estimated to be of the
order of less than 10–17 in the case of the CSF1, are
thus neglected here. In conclusion it can be stated that
the main contributions to the CSF1 uncertainty are
of the order of 1 10–15 or less and that they are
linearly independent. Therefore the resulting standard
uncertainty is the square root of the sum of squares

Table 1. Current uncertainty budget of the CSF1.

Effect 1015 1015

Correction Uncertainty

C-�eld –46.4 <0.1
Collisional shift 8.1 1
Black-body shift 16.7 0.2
Majorana transitions, Rabi pulling,

Ramsey pulling, microwave leakage – 0.5
First-order Doppler effect – 0.5
Microwave spectral impurities,

electronics – 0.2
Light shift – 0.2
Background gas collisions – <0.5

Total 1 uncertainty 1.4

of the individual components listed in Table 1 and
amounts to 1.4 10–15 (1 ).

4. Frequency measurement results

Frequency measurements were started on a regular
basis in November 1999. During the �rst months,
the main interest was in gathering the information
required for a preliminary uncertainty evaluation [6, 7].
Later the state-selection cavity was installed. Frequency
measurements, however, continued without it. Since
August 2000 four measurement series have been
performed during which the CSF1 contributed to the
realization of TAI, each for a period of three standard
5-day intervals: MJD 51764-51778, MJD 51799-
51813, MJD 51824-51838, MJD 51864-51878. Figure 7
depicts the corresponding relative frequency differences
(CSF1 – H1) between the CSF1 and the maser H1,

which were communicated to the BIPM. The linear
least-squares �t to the data points in Figure 7 indicates
a frequency drift of maser H1 of (0.137 ± 0.009)
10–15/day. A similar result is obtained when comparing
the H1 maser with the primary clock CS2, however
with a considerably larger measurement uncertainty.

Measurement of the TAI scale unit with respect
to the SI second as realized with the CSF1 has
been possible with a relative combined uncertainty of
2.6 10–15, as documented in Section 5 of Circular T,
published by the BIPM Time Section [23]. Figure 8
shows the data of all primary frequency standards
having contributed to TAI during the recent two-year
period. The deviation found with the CSF1, NIST-F1
and NIST-7 is signi�cant with respect to the comparison
uncertainty, and steering of TAI has already been
affected [23]. This steering can now be based on more
accurate data than before.

As mentioned above, preselection of atoms in the
substate [3] has not yet been used in the
CSF1. Hence the frequency instability is in�uenced by
a substate partition noise contribution which re�ects
the statistical shot-to-shot �uctuation of the number of
atoms in the respective substates as described
by the binomial distribution law [15]. With the optical



Figure 7. Relative frequency differences (CSF1 – H1)
between the CSF1 and the maser H1 corresponding to
four measurement cycles (each of a period of 15 days),
subsequently communicated to the BIPM. MJD designates
the Modi�ed Julian Day; MJD 51760 corresponds to
2000-08-04. All corrections were applied as described in
Section 3. The solid line is a linear least-squares �t to the
data and yields a drift of (0.137 ± 0.009) 10–15/day.

Figure 8. Fractional deviation of the duration of the
TAI scale interval from the SI second as realized by the
individual primary frequency standards CSF1 (c), CS1 (C),
CS2 (L) and CS3 (N) of the PTB; NIST-7 ( ) and NIST-F1
( ) (USA); NRLM-4 (+) and CRL-01 ( ) (Japan); and
JPO ( ) (BNM-LPTF, France), during the period MJD
51179-51879 . MJD designates the Modi�ed Julian Day;
MJD 51179 corresponds to 1999-01-01.

detection system employed, photon shot noise is
negligible, so that only the partition noise, quantum
projection noise, electronic noise of the photodetector
and local oscillator noise are of concern [6, 15].
Figure 9 illustrates the relative frequency instability,
expressed by the Allan standard deviation .
Operating the CSF1 with a detected atom number of
about 2 105 per cycle 3.5 10–13 –1/2

is obtained. For averaging times > 20 000 s, the
day-to-day frequency instability of the maser becomes
apparent.

Figure 9. Allan standard deviation y for averaging
time of relative frequency differences (CSF1 – H2) for
operating the fountain with a detected atom number of about
2 105. Solid circles: data based on a representative subset
of 15 days; open circles: data based on the 60-day period
indicated in Figure 7. The straight line indicates an Allan
standard deviation y 3.5 10–13 –1/2 .

It was observed that increasing the number of
detected atoms by increasing the MOT loading time
did not reduce the instability, presumably due to
local oscillator noise [3, 6, 15]. On the other hand,
operating the CSF1 in the current con�guration with
an increased number of detected atoms would increase
the uncertainty due to collisions. With preselection of
atoms in the substate, however, the number
of launched atoms could be increased by a factor of 4
without increasing the collisional shift, assuming that
1/8 of the atoms are in the substate 0 [15, 17].
Using the currently available quartz oscillator in the
microwave synthesis electronics, a frequency instability
of the order of 1.5 10–13 –1/2 can be
expected without degrading the uncertainty value.

5. Conclusions

A �rst evaluation of the uncertainty contributions of
an atomic fountain frequency standard developed at
the PTB has been performed. Operating conditions
providing an advantageous compromise between low
uncertainty and low instability were identi�ed. Even
without preselection of atoms in the substate ,
a relative frequency uncertainty at the low level of
10–15 has been obtained. At the same time, the relative
frequency instability is 3.5 10–13 –1/2.

In the near future, the installed second microwave
cavity will be used in order to preselect launched Cs
atoms in the substate , as described in
[3]. The preselection allows the stability of the CSF1 to
be further increased without increasing the collisional
shift. In addition, the state preselection will allow a
further reduction of some uncertainty contributions, in
particular those arising from Rabi and Ramsey pulling.
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